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The Society expects to receive in the near future a very interesting book by Dr. E. R. Rost, of England, entitled

"THE NATURE OF CONSCIOUSNESS"

This is a scientific examination in the light of newly discovered facts which prove that the Buddhist Doctrine alone is tenable since it conforms to science and explains the complicated mental processes in a simple manner.
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Peace to All the World!
Life to All Beings!

by

Professor Nicholas Roerich.

For foreseeing the future, Lord Buddha said: “The teaching is like a flame of the torch which lights up numerous fires; these may be used to prepare food or dispel darkness. But the flame of the torch remains unchangingly aglow.” (Sutra 42).

In the East are now being erected great images of Maitreya, as a symbol of the approach of the New Era; we understand how much purification and resurrection must be achieved without delay. The knowing one can repeat the words of the sermon: “Let the light be firm as adamant; victorious as the banner of the Teacher, powerful as an eagle, and let it endure eternally.”

Man’s God and God’s Man

by

Dr. Charles Fleischer.

An organized, integrated, unified conception of Man and his World makes “Man” and “God” practically exchangeable terms.

* * *

Man’s awakening to self-awareness made inevitable — duly — his discovery of kinship with the Essence of the Cosmos, (the Source of Life and Power) — made inevitable, also, the dedication of conscious existence to the development of his potentialities.

* * *

A sense of his own possible completeness caused him to create “God” — the Perfect Whole — and compels Him (Man) towards completeness, perfection, wholeness, holiness.

* * *

Thus Biology, Cosmology, Theology, Philosophy, Ethics, Metaphysics — are proper and necessary elements in the making of a modern Religion — and in the motivating of a modern religious career.

* * *

“Man” — consciously related to every aspect of the Cosmos (Material and animal; mental and moral; spiritual and aesthetic) — “Man” henceforth has, as supreme purpose and unescapable motivation, the function of being and becoming the mouthpiece and medium of Universal Life — the very Voice of “God”.
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